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SHRI SHAITKARACHARYA INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

Class Test - I Session- July to Dec.2A2l Month - November

Sem- 3d Subiect- MMM

Code - 8000311(037) Time Allowed: 2 hrs Max Marks:40

Note: - 1. Students are Required to focus on question and marks columns only.
2. In Unit I & U, Question A is compulsory and attempt any two from B, C & D.

Q. No Questions Marks
Levels of
Bloom's

taxonomv
CO

ffi '.ffi
A

Write down the name of instruments used for measuring following
physical quantities -

l. Blood Pressure 2. Blast furnace temperature
4 Remembering

col

B

For observations:

Calculate all the statistical Darameters.

ven
Temp
(x)

197 198 t99 200 201 202 203 204 205

Frequ
encv

2 4 l0 24 36 t4 5 2
8 Applv

col

C
Explain the construction and working of Bourdon tube pressure gauge on
the basis of GMS.

8 Understanding

co1

D

Explain the following terms-
(l) Accuracy
(2) Noise
(3) Linearity
(4) Dead time & DeadZone

8 Understanding

co1
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ffiRAcHARYAINSTITUTEoFPRoFEssIoNALMANAGEMENTANDTECHNoLoGY

Class Test - I Session- 2021-22

-

Subiect- Materials 5"&499

Month- November

Sem- 3'd

Time Allowed:2hours Max Marks: 40
Code -8037315(037) 'o parts from (b), (c) and (d) of each

Note: - Note: - AttemPt all qr

question.

il
Nol

,estion parts (a) are compulsory of each question' Solve any trlt

Questions
Marks

Levels of I

Bloom's I co
taxonomv I

N#ffi
4 Remembering co1

l.A Explain a crystal structure, a crystal system, unit cell and space lattice?

Write short notes on following:
a) Face-centered cubic crystal structure

b) Body-centered cubic crystal structure
8 Understanding

col

col
l.B

l.c

Write short notes on following:
a) Simple cubic crystal structure

b) Hexagonal close-packedcrystal structure
I Understanding

8 Creating coz
l.D

Draw a [1 10] [100], [1 10], [1 I 1], [120], [010], [00 1] and [1 I 1] direction

within a cubic unit cell.

Also construct a (001), (110), (111), 10111, and (0 I 2) plane within a cubic

unit cell.

l1:..\

Explain and write the difference between crystalline and non-crystalline

solids?

4 Understanding col
2.4

I Remembering col
2.8 Explain in detail types of point defects'

8 Remembering co1
2.C

2.D

Explain in detail types of line defects'

Write short notes on following:
a) Grain boundary
b) Stacking fault
c) Tilt boundary
il Twin boundary

8 Understanding col

l
I
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T SHRI SHANKARACHARYA INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND
TECHNOLOGY

Class Test - I Session- July-December,202l I Month- Decemberr}02l

Semester 3td Subject- Engineering Mechanics

Code - 8000313(037) Time Allowed: 2 Hours Max Marks: 40

Note:-PartAofquestionsland2iscompulsory,fromotherpartsB,CandDofquestionsland2,
attempt any two parts.
Isnore the columns of Level of Bloom's taxonomv and CO.

a.
No Questions Marks

Levels of
Bloomts

taxonomy
CO

1.A
(i) Define X'orce (ii) What are the characteristics of a force?
(iii) What are the possible effects of application of force(s) on a
body?

(i) I
mark
(ii) I
mark
(iii) 2
marks

R I

l.B

A smooth cylinder of radius r-10cm resting on a horizontal
surface supports a bar AB of length 30cm which is hinged at A.
The weight of the bar is 50N. The cylinder is kept from rolling
away by a string AO of length 20cm. Assuming all surfaces to
be frictionless, find the tension in the string.

8 U 1

qy

\./



1.C

Two identical cylinders, each weighing 500N are placed in a
trough as shown in frgure. Determine the reactions developed at
contact points A, B, C and D. Assume all points of contacts are
smooth.

I U

l.D

A hollow cylinder of radius r is open at both ends and rests on a
smooth horizontal plane. Two spheres having weights Wr and
Wz and radii rr and rz respectively are placed inside the
cylinder as shown. Find the minimum weight W of the cylinder
in order that it will not tip over. Neglect friction.

\r/

8 A



(i) What is Limiting friction? (ii) What is angle of repose?

PPtied to a sloPing bar BCD

whose bottom rests on a horizontal plane as shown in figure. Its

upper end is pinned at B to the horizontal bar AB which has a

pinnea ,opport at A. What couple 'M' must be applied to AB to

ilold the system in equilibriumt Wlat is the magnitude of pin

reaction ui nf Assume the bars are weightless and the pins at A

and B are smooth.

ing against a wall and the floor as

shown in figure. Find the value of horizontal force P applied to

the lower 
-btocx that will hold the system in equilibrium'

coeflicients of friction are: 0.25 at the floor, 0.3 at the wall and

0.2 between the blocks.

ainst a su-rface inclined

at 600 to tf,e horizontal by means of a 150 wedge. Fifrd the

horizontal force P which witt lust start the block to move if the

coefficient of friction between all surfaces of contact is 0'2'

Assume the wedge to be of negligible weight'



SHRI SHANKARACHARYA INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND
TECHNOLOGY

#ffi
Class Test - I Session- July-December,2D2l I Month- December,Z0?l

Semester 3td Subj ect- Engineering Thermodynamics

Code - 8000314(037) Time Allowed: 2 Hours Max Marks: 40

Note: - PartA(MCQ) of questions I and 2 is compulsory,from other parts B, C and D of questions I and

2, attempt any two parts.
Isnore the columns of Level of Bloom's taxonomy and CO.

a.
No Questions Marks

Levels of
Bloom's

taxonomy
CO

L"

t

1.A

L. A definite area or space where some thermodynamic process takes

place is known as

(a) thermodynamic system (U thermodynamic cycle

(c) Thermodynamic process (d) thermodynamic law.

2. An open system is one in which -
(a) heat and work cross the boundary of the system, hut the mass of

the working substance does not
(b) Mass of working substance crosses the boundary of the system

but the heat and work do not

k) both the heat and work as well as mass of the worki:ng substances

c'ross theboundary of the system

(d) Neither the heat and wark nor the mass of the working sttbstances

cross theboundary of the system.

4 R I

1.8

A cylinder contains 1kg of a certain fluid at an initial pressure of

2A bar. The fluid is allowed to expand rertersibly behind apiston

according to nlaw pd = constant until the oolume is doubled. The

fluid is then cooled reaersibly at constant pressure until the piston

regains its original position; heat is then supplied reaersibly with

the piston firmly locked in Position until the pressure rises to the

original value of 20 bar. Calculate the net work doneby the Fluid,

for an initialuolume of 0.A5 m3.

8 A t



Wen a system
p:.'!-lqy' 16s kr of heat frows into the system, and the system does64kl of work:
0 How much wiV be.tle 

leat that flozos into the system along pathlnm if the work doneis 21kl ? 
J

(ii) wen the system is returned from nt to r arong the curaed path,the work done on the system is"42 kr Does the system nbsorb orliberate heat, and how mttch of the hea't is absorbed or riberated?
Giil If rlr = 0 an, r-rn = ar u, find the hent absorbed in the processes
ln and nm.

Afluid system, ronrr,

Y::fl::rylr* ,var.of/our prlcesses. rhe sum of ail heattransferred during a cycte is _ 340 kl. The S;;;;;;kii'ri* *ocycles per min. complete the fouou;;ng tabte showing the method
for each item, and compute the net rale of work output in kW.
lrocex Q (kl/min) w (kl/min) _E (kl/min)1-2 a $q0

1. The processes or systems ,h
h) isothermal processes

ft ) equ ilibrium processes

k) thermal processes

@) steady processes
( e ) Adiab atic processes.
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2.lnternal enerry of aperfect gas depends 0n -

b) temp er ature, specific heats and pr essu,r e

(b) tetnpuature, specificheats and enthalpy
(c) Temperature, specific heats and entropy
(il temperature only.

2.8

Shaw that the relation for a heat transfer during process L-2 in
polytrophic process is -

Q r-r=fi x Potytropic Work Done

8 U I

2.C

A cylinder contains 0.45 m3 of a gas at 1 x L0s Nlm2 and 80"C. The

gas is compressed to a aolume of 0.1.3 m3, the final pressure being 5
x 1U Nlm2. Determine:
(i) The mass of gas ;
Gi) The aalue of index 'n' for compression;
(iii) The increase in internal enerry of the gas ;
(iv) The heat receiaed or rejectedby the gas during compression.

Take y s- L.4, R= 294.2 /kg"C.

8 R 1

2.1)

A turbo compressor delivers 2.33 m3ls of air at 0.276 MPa, 43"C

which is heated at this pressure to 430"C and finally expanded in a
turbine which deliaers 860 kW. During expansion there is a heat

transfer of 0.09 Mlls to the surroundings. Calculate the turbine
exhaust temperuture if changes in kinetic and potential energy are

negligible.

8 R 2

u


